The key to conscious creation: discover your gifts and manifest your heart
dreams - A workshop with Eunjung Choi & Yves Nager
The key to unlock the greatest potential in your life is the ability and willingness to see an alternative
to what is and it lies within you. You are never stuck in one version of reality. The truth is that we live in
a universe of infinite possibilities. During this weekend seminar, you learn how to tap into this key
within to zoom into the desired version of your reality. Manifest from the heart-centered awareness as
an empowered director in the stage called “your life”.
Eunjung Choi and Yves Nager will share how you can discover your gifts and manifest your heart
dreams. You learn many effective tools and powerful energetic exercises to help you navigate a
conscious path of creations. Eunjung & Yves will also share about their own journey of transformation
through more than 20 countries around the world, where they have learned from and shared with many
wisdom keepers, shamans, healers from different sacred traditions and native tribes.
During this weekend you will learn how to:


Release old limiting beliefs and programs from past experiences as well as anxiety or fears about the
future.



Merge with the highest aspect of yourself and enlist help from your spiritual support system.



Release stress factors and be totally present in your daily life through energetic exercises and
meditative awareness practices.



Apply a very effective ancient healing technique to embrace our inner child and to become a
channel of the energies of the cosmos and the earth.



Communicate effectively with yourself, others and the universe to optimize your creation process.



Activate and strengthen your ability to imagine, which is the very foundation for creating alternative
versions of your reality.



Find your gifts and activate your true life purpose that brings ultimate joy and fulfillment to you and
serves others for the highest good.



Make choices that support your creation and become an empowered director of your life journey.



Merge with oneness consciousness of love and freedom through a unity ritual.

Experience how it feels to create your life in a conscious and playful way. We can not only transform
ourselves but also make a unique contribution to the transformation of others as well as the whole
planet. The tools and exercises shared during the workshop are based on Eunjung's powerful visioning
techniques (VisioTrix), sound activations and guided journeys as well as Yves' experience in life coaching,
healing and presence centered awareness.
Eunjung and Yves help planetary healers and conscious trail-blazers to activate their divine imagination, live life
magically, and share their gifts with the world using their multi-dimensional tool kits. They have travelled to more
than 30 countries to facilitate workshops and ceremonies.
www.latriaterranova.com & www.yvesnager.com

